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 Our audit procedures were designed to evaluate whether: 
1.  Value for money was achieved and expected costs/benefits of road 

projects were evaluated in regards to the design change impacting 
cross fall, the quality of the road constructed and/or volume of 
reclaimed asphalt pavement (RAP); 

2. Contractors were delivering the cross fall as specified in the 
contract; 

3. The City of Greater Sudbury’s (City) controls and safeguards for 
proper asphalt mix ratios were operating effectively; 

4. The asphalt removed from City road projects were safeguarded and 
could be accounted for; 

5. The asphalt removed from City road projects was directed to the 
City’s highest and best use. 
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 Our audit methodology: 
1. We reviewed City standards, policies and procedures, Ontario 

Provincial Standard Specifications (OPSS) and Ministry of 
Transportation (MTO) policies and procedures;  

2. Reviewed contracts for five major construction projects done 
between 2008 and 2011; 

3. Reviewed asphalt test results performed by the City’s lab and 
independent consultants; 

4. Measured delivered cross fall on the sample of five major 
construction projects; 

5. Reviewed controls over and alternate uses of RAP. 
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 Our General Findings: 
 

 It has been recognized that the demand for funds to support 
maintenance of the City’s roads exceeds available funding.  
 

 As a result, the quality of service delivery (the longevity and condition of 
roads), is heavily reliant on the City’s stewardship (inspection and testing 
controls) over the reliability of the contractor’s quality control systems 
and procedures to comply with City engineering designs, standards and 
specifications. 
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 We found that changes to the City’s road design were occurring: 
1.  There was inconsistent handling of the three percent road cross fall 

specification within City contracts and specifications for the three 
percent road cross fall, and acceptable tolerances were not clearly 
stated; 

2. Contractors had not consistently delivered the three percent road 
cross fall specified in City contracts; 

3. The City’s quality assurance testing of asphalt was not operating 
effectively to ensure that the asphalt mix supplied and installed in 
City roads met OPSS 310 and OPSS 335  tolerances; 

4. The City was not able to account for the volume of RAP removed 
from City road projects, and when RAP was hauled to City Depot 
sites, any value that it might have had, was quickly  reduced due to 
the City’s storage and handling methods. 
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• Without strong inspection and testing  controls, “unauthorized” changes can and do 
occur 
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•Good practice is to test asphalt incorporated into city roads to ensure that the 
asphalt the City requested and is paying for, is what the City got. (Within allowable 
OPSS tolerances from the Job Mix Formula submitted to the City) 
 
• We found that the City had not been testing asphalt incorporated into city 
roads against Job Mix formulas provided to the City to ensure that the asphalt 
the City requested and was paying for, was what the City got. 
  
•We also found that significant quantities of asphalt “rejectible by OPSS 
standards”, had been built into our City’s roads.    
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•“Failure to prevent rejectable material from being incorporated into the work 
when rejectable test results were available (or should have been available) 
beforehand, or when results were not available/required but rejectable results 
had been given to the contractor beforehand” is a major deficiency. (Source: Ministry of 
Transportation, Construction Administration And Inspection Task Manual, Appendix C, April 2008) 

 
•A passive quality assurance process that relies on “monitoring” of completed 
project work, retroactive warranty inspection, testing and claims,  is less 
efficient, economical and effective than a proactive quality assurance process.      
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Lasalle Blvd.  
“Warranty Testing” 
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CIREAM 

Lasalle Blvd.  
“Warranty Testing” 

•As part of the City’s General Conditions, there is a 
minimum two year warranty period from the date of 
substantial performance for road work. 
 

•The City did identify the CIREAM concern and 
obtained an extension of the warranty for this section 
of Lasalle Blvd. 
 

•An independent third party has been retained to test 
and evaluate the reasons for the cracking on  Lasalle 
Blvd.. 
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OPSS 212.010 – Design of Resurfacing With Cross Fall Correction 
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City of Greater Sudbury Engineering design of a cross section of a road requires a 
1% greater cross fall than is common in North America   
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•It follows that any real or perceived performance benefits of the City’s desired 
enhanced cross fall will be lost if the cross fall is not delivered. 
 

•In search of good industry practice, the auditors referred to The Ministry of 
Transportation (MTO) Construction Administration and Inspection Task Manual. 
The MTO manual states that “Paving an incorrect super-elevation or cross fall” 
is a major deviation.  The contractor is held accountable if it does not maintain 
appropriate quality controls to ensure that the specified cross fall is achieved. 
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“Asphalt pavement is the most 
recycled material in North 
America.” 
 

•In discussions with local asphalt 
suppliers, City staff confirmed that 
the grindings supplied to their 
yards is used either by blending 
with granular material or used in 
the production of virgin asphalt. 
 

•The difference of just 1% in road 
cross-fall can significantly impact 
the volume of excess asphalt 
grindings  (RAP), produced, or 
available for recycling.   
 
 



• The recent Roads Infrastructure Stimulus Projects (2009-2010) included 
rehabilitation of Paris/Notre Dame, Lasalle Blvd, and Falconbridge Road. 

  
• The local asphalt producers confirmed that they estimate the volume of RAP 

to be hauled away from the project sites, relative to a 1% increase in cross 
fall.  Based on this assumption, their bids would have included the cost of 
hauling approximately 44,000 tonnes of RAP from the project sites to the 
Frobisher yard.  
 

• Once these projects were complete, the auditors asked City staff to measure 
the volume of asphalt grindings that ended up at the City’s Frobisher depot. 
Only 14,000 tonnes of RAP was found in the stock pile at The City’s Frobisher 
Depot. 
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• Unfortunately, the Auditors  were unable to find a way to account for the 
30,000 tonne difference, nor determine if the City achieved maximum value for 
money. 
 

•One local asphalt producer did acknowledge that RAP would sell for $15 / tonne 
if picked up at their plant site. 
   
•Audit Estimate of the value of 30,000 tonnes of RAP in the Sudbury market:  
                  44,000 tonnes- 14,000 tonnes = 30,000 tonnes x $15 = $450,000 
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•According to The Ontario Hot Mix Producers Association, “It is only when RAP is 
used as hot mix raw material that engineers can take full advantage of the 
engineering properties of both the aggregate and asphalt cement and maximize 
the economic value of recycling.” 
 

•In the past, the City has not requested a blending of RAP in the asphalt it uses 
on local City roads. 
 

•The auditors confirmed that asphalt designed for City roads by local asphalt 
producers does not include any percentage of RAP in the Job Mix Formulas. 
  
•We encourage the ongoing efforts of City staff to search for additional uses 
for RAP as it has already been paid for, and can contribute to reduced operating 
expenses, as well as reduced capital costs when directly recycled back into City 
roads (the highest and best use from the taxpayer’s perspective). 
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 The most notable of improvements expected as a result of this audit, will 
be to increase the effectiveness of the City’s quality assurance 
procedures related to asphalt.  
 

 The taxpayer’s can be assured that in the future, asphalt producers will 
be accountable to deliver quality asphalt products in accordance with 
OPSS, and each producer’s unique job mix formulas.  
 

 Other recommended improvements are intended to achieve the highest 
and best value through: 
 a more consistent improvement of road cross fall to three percent, and an 
 increased focus on ways to save operating and capital costs by recycling the City’s 

asphalt 
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 We were unable to develop a precise estimate of a dollar 

contribution or savings for this audit. Nevertheless, we are 
confident that very significant improvements to the City’s 
quality assurance processes, and the City’s ability to reject 
inferior materials or work for asphalt quality and road cross fall 
have occurred. 
 

 We have ensured that both the City and local asphalt 
producers now have a heightened awareness of the value of 
RAP. Through the audit  process, the Auditors, along with City 
staff have made it clear to asphalt producers that the City is 
willing to explore further opportunities to reduce operating 
costs and / or capital costs through increased recycling of the 
City’s RAP.  We expect that future benefits will be realized 
through the competitive bidding process.       
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"My interest is in the future because I 
am going to spend the rest of my life 
there.“ 

 
       Ralph Waldo Emerson 
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